
FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF THE DIRECTOR 

DECODING THE CRIMINAL ASYLUM RACKET: 

THE CASE OF THE SOUTHERN CAMEROONS. 

Director, Office of Internal Audit 

425 Eye Street, NW, 

Room 3260 

Washington, D.C. 20536. 

May 15, 2006. 

Dear Director: 

I am grateful for being alive to have the honor most respectfully to introduce myself to you 

and to bring to your urgent attention a very disturbing circumstance that has been troubling 

my mind and affecting the image of my Movement and the CAUSE for the FREEDOM of my 

People, which I have sworn to die for if possible. 

Briefly, let me introduce myself to you. I am Ebenezer Derek Mbongo Akwanga.., Jr., 

former Student Leader, Human Rights Activist, Pro-Democracy Campaigner for Africa and a 

Founding Father and Leader of the Southern Cameroons Youth League, known by many in 

the Diplomatic Cycle as The Youth League or the SCYL. I was framed-up in 1997 and 

arrested by the Biya Occultist Barbaric Dictatorship, brutally and inhumanly tortured, tried in 

a Military Tribunal and sent to jail for 20 years for what Yaoundé called “acts of secession 

and insurrection against the State”. 

After almost seven years of a brutal and illegal incarceration, with two of those years spent in 

solitary confinement. I was by an act of history and God rescued from the Kondengui 

Maximum Security Prison of Yaoundé while under-going medical treatment for torture 

related illnesses by a Special Squad of Members of The Southern Cameroons Defense Force 

(SOCADEF). 

I spent almost three years in the Federal Republic of Nigeria, narrowly escaping from four 

assassination attempts by the Biya Kleptomancy and finally was brought into the United 

States following the United Nations High Commission for Refugees and the U.S Government 

Resettlement Program. I am presently residing in the City of Upper Marlboro in the beautiful 

State of Maryland. 

UNMASKING THE CRIMINAL ASYLUM NETWORK 

The purpose of this letter is to bring to your urgent attention and to the full knowledge of the 

Government of the United States of America a formal written complaint about the fraudulent 

activities of certain group of Southern Cameroonians and citizens of La Republique du 

Cameroun who have been at the front of a criminal asylum network made up of Lawyers, 



Members of the disgraced Social Democratic Front Party and the Southern Cameroons 

National Council, the SCNC. 

When we started the Southern Cameroons Youth League in May 1995, our unique and only 

goal or objective has been and remains the total and unconditional freedom of our Homeland 

from the hands of these men and women of evil, implanted by Gaullist France with the sole 

purpose of dehumanizing our people and forcing us to perpetual servitude. But it is rather 

unfortunate that while our members are being arrested with each passing moment back in the 

Southern Cameroons, being tortured mercilessly by a gang of demon – incarnated gendarmes, 

others murdered in cold blood on the Streets of Victoria, Bamenda, Mamfe, Kumbo, Oku, 

Kumba, Bechati, Bali and other towns of our beloved Country. While many families have 

been single out by the Butcher of Yaoundé because of their stand in the Southern Cameroons 

Struggle, our sisters and mothers being frequent victims of acts of rape by these dreaded 

tarantulas call gendarmes, others are out here in the United States with a powerful team of 

political charlatans and misfits back in the Southern Cameroons making a mockery of our 

sacrifices by turning this noble of all CAUSES as an instrument of fraud, an opportunity to 

make fast and illegal wealth for themselves. 

-         That, Lawyers of Southern Cameroons origin and other non-citizens of the Southern 

Cameroons collect up to the amount of US $ 4000.00 to prepare legal documents and falsified 

support documents from the Southern Cameroons MUST no longer be tolerated; 

-         That, people who have never belong to any of the Movements for the Southern 

Cameroons Cause for FREEDOM are today in the United States demanding political asylum 

with the support of members of one of the numerous factions of the Southern Cameroons 

National Council MUST no longer be tolerated; 

-         That, people pay for false Newspaper write-ups claiming that they are WANTED by 

the Biya regime for their activities within the SCNC and the SCYL, pay for fake Police and 

Gendarmerie Summons known in French as “convocations”, pay for fake Prison release 

knowing they have never gone closer to the walls of any detention house or prison, pay for 

fake membership cards and affidavits of support at times running to the tone of US $ 2500.00 

MUST no longer be tolerated; 

-         That, Factional Executive Members of the SCNC, after collecting large sums of money, 

accepts to go to Court to testify for cases for individuals whom they really have never known, 

but truly know that they are not here because of the Southern Cameroons Cause but for 

reasons which have nothing to do with political persecution, and that they even swear under 

penalty of perjury while deceiving the Asylum Judges of haven known these individuals to 

the extent of them being granted asylum MUST no longer be tolerated; 

-         That, while these Criminal Network goes on unabated, hundreds of our people are 

dying in jails all over the Southern Cameroons and far away La Republique du Cameroun; 

-         That, while these Fraudsters are proud of making up to US $ 2000.00 for just a day as 

false witnesses for fake members in Asylum Courts, millions of Southern Cameroons children 

go to schools with no benches, parents go to bed with no hope of feeding their children the 

next day, girls and daughters get pregnant as they struggle through prostitution to make ends 

meet, boys become petty thieves and marijuana smokers because life has become meaningless 

to them. These MUST no longer be tolerated. 



I can go on and on because my heart is bleeding and I am still struggling to come to terms 

with these acts of greediness, cheating and wickedness and I am really wondering what makes 

people so selfish that they will decide to use the predicament of others to enrich themselves. 

Why is man so wicked? Christians will turn to the slaying of Abel by his brother Cain as the 

source of human wickedness. But to me and the Southern Cameroons Youth League, the 

answer lies in the flaws of bureaucracy which turns the hand of justice so slowly making it 

possible for GANGS like these to go unnoticed and for a very long time. The SCYL believe 

that an end to this GANGSTERS will be the only forward for us to achieve our goal for 

FREEDOM because as long as these men and women are allowed to continue with these 

illegally trading of the Cause for freedom, they will do everything within their reach to 

frustrate every true meaningful plan that will bring a positive end to our Struggle and put 

them out of “business”. 

I know fully well that every individual who feels persecuted has a right to seek for protection. 

But the issue at stake is not their seeking for asylum from your government but the fact that 

they are seeking it under the banner of Movements that they are not members, sympathizers 

nor well-wishers nor have they ever militated in any. They are using the sufferings of a people 

who have given everything to stand for what is right. This MUST no longer be tolerated. We 

MUST no longer accept these men and women who consider money above mankind. How 

could we accept that the Southern Cameroons Cause has become an issue of human 

trafficking were Factional Leaders collect huge amount of money, at times close to 

3.000.000frs CFA from simple citizens with a guise to bringing them in the United States as 

members of his delegation on tour. He deceives the U.S. Embassy authorities in Yaoundé to 

get the visas, fly them into the United States, and after a month or three, he goes back to his 

business site – the Southern Cameroons and prepare another fictitious trip? And yet no one 

seems to care about this and what image it will be on our Cause if discovered by your 

government? How could we accept that fake musical and dance groups tours are organized in 

Europe and the US by some of these Factional Leaders of the SCNC with their family 

members as a means to take their love ones abroad? 

It is a truism that the Southern Cameroons is under siege and that during the last ten years, the 

crackdown on activists by the Biya Dictatorship has skyrocketed. It is a truism that the Biya 

kleptomancy has made the entire Southern Cameroons a very big prison yard for the brave. It 

is equally true that as the Yaoundé regime escalates its barbarism, the number of Southern 

Cameroons Exiles have equally increased. But what is painful is that activists like Edwin 

Mekanya Kamara, Paddy Menkem Nembu, Thomas Nyenty Nkeng, Mary Koso Ngwenda and 

a host of others whose lives have been on a cross-fire are still struggling to obtain political 

asylum here in the United States because they have refused to dance the dance of the 

Network, while Kumla Jaimo Mzeka, Benedicta Bih Ngwana and others who do not belong to 

either of the Movements are either roaming the streets here with asylum approvals from your 

Courts. We have decided to bring this tournament to an end because freedom not asylum is 

our goal and if anyone is to be protected, it MUST be those who truly deserve it. 

LYING AND CHEATING: A CRIME AND A SIN 

Dear Director, in all my years at the helm of the Voice of America Fan Club in Cameroon, 

there were two vital issues which I learned from the beautiful American Democratic Set-up, 

and which I impacted upon my members: that the faces of liars and cheaters are the same but 

has no place in the American Society, a Society whose envy by others has brought untold 

sufferings to millions of its innocent people around the World. I am wondering and asking 



myself of what has gone wrong with this best of judicial system around the World that 

charlatans and political misfits from the Cameroons are being allowed to lie and cheat under 

oath right here in the corridors of power in the United States. I wonder how often has the 

Immigration Courts and their Officers taken enough time to verify facts about these groups of 

postulates who go around destroying the image of my Movement and thus bringing to World 

ridicule the Cause for Freedom which many have given their life for. 

Today, the Southern Cameroons National Council, the SCNC has become a household name 

for those seeking political asylum in the United States. Some are passing as false relatives to 

the Leader of the SCYL, while many others have either participated in the Independent 

Proclamation over Radio Buea by Justice Frederick Alobwede Ebong and in the historic and 

dramatic rescue from jail of the Leader of the Southern Cameroons Youth League (SCYL). It 

is indeed regrettable! But I write to you today so that we can both put a stop to these men and 

women of opportunity who do not have petty and take mercy on those who are suffering in 

the hands of the Butcher of Yaoundé. I write to you today so that these liars and cheaters can 

be brought to book. I write to you today because my people are suffering while the SCNC in 

its numerous factions try to outsmart one another in the signing of fake asylum documents for 

the purpose of enriching themselves. I write to you today because your Government knows 

these men and women, and have the power to stop them NOW. I write to you today because I 

am determine to use the last degree of energy in my bones, the little left on me by my 

torturers to make sure that this Criminal Asylum Racket MUST be decoded and all those 

involve should pay the price they deserve. I write to you today because it is the duty of my 

persecuted generation to stand for what is right and just. I write to you today because the 

simple ethic of the Moral Universe demands this from me. I write to you today because of the 

very foundation of truth and justice for all in which the great United States of America was 

founded many years ago by Thomas Jefferson and his peers. I write to you today because I 

demand justice for my people, the people of the Southern Cameroons who are daily being 

robbed by these burglars within through illegal asylum deals, being robbed of millions of 

dollars that would have been invested in our Cause to take us out of the brutal and demonic 

grip of the BIYA TYRANNICAL REGIME. I write to you today because unless your 

Government and people are prepared to help us put a stop to this act of public disgrace and 

international shame, then these criminals will go on untouched to the detriment of our Cause 

and the goals of spreading freedom to all the corners of the World. You are the beacon of 

hope for my people. Your Country is a symbol of what we want for ourselves, a symbol of 

what our parents enjoyed before everything was trickery taken away from them in 1961. 

Lying is a crime against U.S Law and a sin before God. Cheating is equally the same. 

PROPOSITION 

I wish to make the following proposals as a way forward in bringing an end to this GANG of 

Liars and Cheats. 

 That, the Southern Cameroons National Council, the SCNC is made up of FIVE 

FACTIONS: 

- SCNC Ayamba 

- SCNC Fossung 

- SCNC Ebong 



- SCNC Mbu 

- SCNC Bland 

And these factions are created with the sole objective of having the power of attorney 

to sign asylum claims and put the money in their pockets. That this rivalry to lie and 

and cheat upon the people and deceive Western Democracies has only given the 

Yaoundé dictator the opportunity to continue his reign of terror unabated against my 

people. I am therefore proposing that all further asylum or other documents sign by 

any of these factions should not be considered until they are able to come together 

for the purpose for which the Movement was formed: “to lead the people to freedom.” 

 That, these factions have created a network of documentation centers in the Southern 

Cameroons beginning from false Newspaper reports, fake police and gendarmerie 

summons, fake membership cards, fake hospital medical certificates and human rights 

reports with fake stamps of the Movement. That, to therefore decode these fake 

documents, the SCYL is appealing on your Immigration Department and all those 

concern with asylum issues to work hand in hand with us on a “no fee charges” to 

dislodge and if possible bring to book those concern. 

 That, all asylum cases for the last five years involving all those who had demanded 

political protection under the auspices of the SCYL, the SCNC and the Ambazonia 

Movements should be recalled and the SCYL Leadership presently in the United 

States will avail itself to help sort out those whose cases are genuine and truly deserve 

the protection of your Government and Country. 

 That, the Department of State, the Department of Justice and the Department of 

Homeland Security should work with the Southern Cameroons Youth League 

Leadership in bringing a rapid and positive end to this Criminal Gang. 

The SCYL will not want a citizen of the Southern Cameroons who deserve protection to go 

unprotected while opportunists benefit from the sufferings, the sweat and the blood of those 

back in our Country. We had refused that no one will make us slaves again, not even in our 

hearts. We are therefore not prepared to accept these “band of political failures” to use our 



Cause for their personal enrichment. When we said no to Biya‟s slavery, we were not in other 

words saying yes to a gang of thieves who have put our names and achievements in the 

asylum trade market for the highest bidders. 

I am sorry for taking your precious time with such a lengthy letter. But, what else can 

someone like me whose peoples‟ sufferings are being used for ulterior motives and gains by 

those who are supposed to be seen working for their uplifting and protection, than think long 

thoughts and write long letters. If I have written anything wrongful and my approach has been 

undiplomatic, I beg you to forgive me. I am just a Crusader for Freedom not a diplomat or 

politician. But if I have written something that understates the reality of the situation of my 

people and the activities of these factions of vampires, I beg God, my Creator to forgive me. 

On the other hand, if I have written something that overstates the truth and exposes my human 

emotion in working for the Freedom of my people, I equally beg God to forgive me. I hope 

that never again will I be compelled by such sadden and dishearten situations to write such a 

lengthy letter. May the Good Lord, the God of all understanding, guide you and all those 

involve in making a decision to these complaints, the wisdom to do so. 

Sincerely, 

Ebenezer Derek Mbongo Akwanga.., Jr., 

Leader of the Southern Cameroons Youth League 

9027 Florin Way 

Upper Marlboro, MD 20772 

Tel: 301-952-6469 (Home) 

301-642-7683 (Cell – No longer operational) 

May 15, 2006.  

CC/ 

-      UNHCR 

-         US DEPT. OF STATE 

-         US DEPT. OF JUSTICE 

-         US DEPT. OF HOMELAND SECURITY 

-         USCIS CALIFORNIA 

-         USCIS NEBRASKA 

-         USCIS VERMONT 

-         USCIS TEXAS 



Office of Fraud Detection and National Security 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 

Washington, D.C. 20529 

Wednesday, August 26, 2009. 

Subject: A Call for the Rejection of the Asylum Claim and the Prosecution of Ms. Achu 

Achange Doris for political usurpation of Membership into the Southern Cameroons 

National Council and involvement in fraudulent Asylum Request and the Termination 

of the Asylum Status of Nicolas Nguh Santo. 

Dear Sir / Madam: 

Sometime between May and June 2006, some four months after my resettlement to the United 

States of America, I wrote a letter to the Director of Office of Internal Audit in 425 Eye 

Street, NW, Room 3260, Washington, D.C. 20536 captioned: “Decoding the Criminal 

Asylum Racket: The Case of the Southern Cameroons.” Actually, the letter was intended for 

the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Justice, two areas of the 

Executive Branch of the Government of the United States which deals directly with issues 

concerning immigrants seeking political asylum under international law and protection. 

However, I was contacted by phone by a Special Agent whose names I can‟t recall who 

wanted to know exactly what action I expected from my letter. Then I got another call from a 

Senior Immigration Officer, Mr. Ted Vawter who works in the Office of Fraud Detection and 

National Security at the Department of Homeland Security in Washington, D.C. Within a 

short space of time, Mr. Vawter organized two meetings between himself, the former Acting 

Director of the Baltimore-based Asylum Office, Mr. John Kramer, two members of his staff, 

me and my private secretary. 

The meetings and my continuous communication with Mr. Vawter had been frank and 

straight to the point, but seems not to have got the success I intended or envision in stamping 

out this shocking, disgraceful and criminal attitude of many of my countrymen and women. 

By and large, the strength and network of this sinister and criminal asylum cartel has 

increased ten-fold and continue to belittle international on the matter of political asylum and 

worsening the case for freedom for the majority of my suffering, persecuted, demeaned, 

dehumanized, depersonalized and thingified people of the former British Southern 

Cameroons. Once more, I have decided to inject myself even at the risk of my life and the 

image of my political Movement vis-à-vis those to whom many of us have risked so much 

including our lives to make sure that one day our children and our children‟s children would 

say a day of true freedom and justice in a dignified nation under God. 

Briefly, let me introduce myself to you. I am Ebenezer Derek Mbongo Akwanga.., Jr., former 

Student Leader, Human Rights Activist, Pro-Democracy Campaigner for Africa, member of 

the Standing Committee of the Southern Cameroons Peoples Conference, SCPC which gave 

birth to the Southern Cameroons National Council, the SCNC, member of the Executive 

Committee of the Southern Cameroons Restoration Movement, SCARM formerly the 

Cameroon Anglophone Movement, Executive Council of the Cameroon Anglophone Student 



Association, CANSA, Founding President-General of the Voice of America Fan-Club in 

Cameroon for more than a decade, and a Founding Father and Leader of the Southern 

Cameroons Youth League, known by many as The Youth League, The League or the SCYL. I 

was framed-up in March 1997, kidnapped and smuggled to Yaounde by the regime of Paul-

Bartholomew Biya Bi Mvondo where I experienced not just the worst blights of torture, but 

the most horrific inhuman and degrading treatment. I was tried in a Military Tribunal and sent 

to jail for 20 years for what Yaounde called “acts of secession and insurrection against the 

State.” After two years in solitary confinement at the Mfou Special Prison and five years in 

Yaounde Maximum Security Prison of Kondengui neighborhood, one of the most notorious 

detention centers in the World, I was by an act of history and Divine Providence rescued from 

jail while under-going treatment for torture-related complications including paralysis of my 

lower limb, impaired vision, epigastria ulcer, post traumatic stress disorder, etc. I spent thirty-

six months in the Federal Republic of Nigeria, narrowly escaping four assassination attempts 

sponsored by the Biya regime and was finally resettled in the United States through the 

United Nations High Commission for Refugees, UNHCR and the Department of Homeland 

Security. I am presently living in the City of Upper Marlboro in the beautiful State of 

Maryland. 

As a people whose land is occupied and a land where Amnesty International describes torture 

as systematic and widespread, our people should have the possibility of demanding and 

receiving asylum. The principle of non refoulement as a foundation of international law is 

defined clearly in the 1951 Geneva Convention of the right of refugees. Article 33 (1) of the 

Geneva Convention states that “No Contracting State shall expel or return (“refouler”) a 

refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom 

would be threatened on account of his or her race, religion, nationality, membership of a 

particular social group or political opinion” But the Geneva Convention also defines a 

refugee as a person who „…owing to well-founded  fear of being persecuted for reasons of 

race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is 

outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail 

himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside 

the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to 

such fear, is unwilling to return to it.‟. 

Those people with a well founded fear with respect to membership to the SCYL, SCNC and 

other groups fighting for the independence of our land are many. But this can not cover those 

who have been militating or supporting the CPDM that is the party in power and whose 

leadership runs the government responsible for the persecution of millions of our people. Tens 

of thousands of our people who have sympathise with the corrupt Yaounde regime for 

beneficial purposes and who have later faced the economic down turn caused by the corrupt 

regime and easily had the possibility of obtaining visas. 

The lack of hard evidence like a membership card of their membership in any of the 

Movements or any other documentary evidence of their membership have encouraged the 

corrupt regime of illegal membership cards, fraudulent affidavits and attestations and at times 

the duplication and forging of the signatures of leaders. 

The corruption regime has been compounded by a fractured SCNC leadership with competing 

leaders vying to outsmart one another in the asylum business. Added to this fraud are the host 

nations of these asylum seekers. Their inability to investigate through the appropriate 

channels and putting in more resources to investigate these submitted documents, contacting 



the right persons and asking the right questions have only added to the problem of asylum 

fraud and an overall discrediting of our struggle for a separate homeland. 

The next problem we are compounded with is the United States obligation under the 

Convention Against Torture. The United States has an obligation under CAT to protect 

victims of torture. Even before signing up to CAT the U.S. protected victims of torture base 

on customary international law and the peremptory norm of jus cogens which is binding to all 

nations as a customary practice. These values have been used by lawyers of these fraudsters to 

argue on a blanket basis that because La Republique du Cameroun is considered as a country 

that practices systematic torture, it will contravene United States international obligations to 

be seen deporting people to La Republique du Cameroun. This is a valid argument only when 

the asylum applicant is credible. But the cases here below do not only contravene the Charter 

and Spirit of CAT, but truly exposes the tentacles of the Asylum Cartel, but shows that these 

fraudsters like Chameleons know how to disguise their trail. 

The Case of Achu Achange Doris Pending at Bloomington Immigration Court in 

Minnesota  

One of the most glaring examples of organized fraud that stretches from the hinterland of the 

Southern Cameroons across the Atlantic Ocean to the shores of the United States is the case 

of Ms. Achu Achange Doris, currently residing at 11081 Cresthaven Trail, Woodbury, MN 

55129-6802. 

Born on the 2nd of September, 1975 in Nkwen-Bamenda with the last four digits of her Social 

Security Number as 9047 has never militated nor sympathize with the Southern Cameroons 

struggle either through the SCNC as the fraudulent testimony of Eric Tita Moh-Takwi states 

through an affidavit presented by him on Ms. Achu Achange Doris behalf (Exhibit A) or 

through any of the other Southern Cameroons Movements and Organizations. Ms. Achu 

Achange Doris who had lived temporarily in South Africa but was unable to gained political 

asylum there moved to South America through a trafficking network in view of her 

preparation to enter the United States illegally by car. The purported SCNC Membership Card 

with Serial Number 05418 (Exhibit B) which Ms. Achu Achange Doris has submitted as part 

of her deposition for asylum was signed by the same Eric Tita Moh-Takwi, holder of Alien 

Registration Number 095-240-248 and Social Security Number 216-63-9811 who had 

himself seek political asylum through fabricated stories of lies and false persecution. Mr. 

Moh-Takwi impersonated himself as Nfor Ngala Nfor, the Vice-Chairman of the Ayamba 

Faction of the SCNC (Note here that Mr. Nfor Nfor is not a doctor in any sense and the title 

he carries as Dr. Nfor Ngala Nfor is a usurpation of titles not linked to any academic 

achievements). 

Ms. Achu Achange Doris who has seek the legal counselling of Karam Law of Bloomington 

under the auspices of Marc Prokosh became convinced that her illegal asylum demand and 

criminal activities of presenting a fake story and documents under penalty of perjury might 

not be successful and thus resolved to the “old but phoney strategy” of tacitly inducing a 

United States citizen in having a child, hoping that if her asylum goes sour, she could still be 

allowed to stay in the country based on her being the mother of a child of the United States. 

Ms. Achu Achange Doris is just a part of this dangerous trend, who, when faced with the 

possibility of failure of obtaining asylum through the immigration court after an earlier refusal 

by the asylum office, engaged in shameless marriage contracts with United States Citizen 

amounting at times to nothing less than US$10,000 (often paid instalmentally). The Southern 



Cameroons Youth League has been investigating the case of Ms. Achu Achange Doris and 

more than 500 other suspicious cases for close to a year now from a series of documents 

retrieved from the former office of the Southern Cameroons National Council in North 

America and through the covet activities of the The Youth League Intelligence Unit. The 

findings including the names of all the parties concerning in this Asylum Cartel would be 

made available to the Departments of Justice and Homeland Security. 

Recommendation: 

In the case of Ms. Achu Achange Doris, the Southern Cameroons Youth League is 

recommending the following: 

 that her request for political asylum is rejected by Judge Olmanson, Kristin W. of the 

Immigration Court in Bloomington on the basis of presenting a false request with the 

aid of fraudulent documents under penalty of perjury; 

 that she should be prosecuted for lying under oath and conniving with Eric Tita Moh-

Takwi in presenting a false asylum claim backed with fake documents under penalty 

of perjury to discredit not just the Southern Cameroons struggle for a separate 

Homeland, but the hospitality, vigilance and good work of the government of the 

United States; 

 And finally to depot Ms. Achu Achange Doris from the United States back to La 

Republique du Cameroun because her fears for political persecution are not just 

unfounded but outright lies and innuendo. Her deportation would also serve as a 

warning for all those still involve in this Fraudulent Asylum Cartel; 

 The asylum status of Eric Tita Moh-Takwi, holder of Alien Registration Number 095-

240-248 and Social Security Number 216-63-9811 should be revisited and terminated 

because his claim too was based on a pack of lies backed with documents dully paid 

for. Worst of all, Eric Tita Moh-Takwi has not only constantly lie under the penalty of 

perjury on behalf of individuals with false asylum demands, but has organized, 

orchestrated, and master-minded the issuing of false support documents for asylum 

under the Southern Cameroons Struggle, most of the documents paid for by these 

individuals falsely claiming membership into the SCNC which he only became “a 

member” by default here in the United States (Enclosed are six (6) Western Union 

Money Transfer Customer Receipts and one (1) Moneygram Customer Copy of 

financial transactions between himself and Charles Mbide Kude, one of Mr. Moh-

Takwi‟s point-person responsible for endorsing most of the false asylum claims from 

back home in the Southern Cameroons. It should be noted that though Charles Mbide 

Kude often endorsed the false claims as the Secretary-General of the Southern 

Cameroons National Council, he had long been removed from this position in 2004). 

The Case of Santo Nicolas Nguh already Accorded Political Asylum on False Grounds 

As thousands of Southern Cameroonians and citizens of Cameroun continue to illegally and 

fraudulently seek and obtained political asylum in the United States and in other Western 

European countries, nothing is worst than the case of known members of the dictatorial ruling 

clique in La Republique du Cameroun, who, after having militated with the political arm of 

Cameroun brutal dictatorship, the Cameroon Peoples Democratic Movement, (CPDM) with 

its affiliate organs like the Auto-Defense (a paramilitary wing of armed citizens typical to 

Iran’s Basily militia geared towards terrorizing pacific demonstrators) and PRESBY – 

President Biya‟s Youth ( a  brutal political wing aimed specifically at targeting student 



activists around the two countries), easily gets a visa from the embassy of the United States in 

Yaounde and the other Western European embassies and then fly into any of these countries 

and seek for political protection by paying huge sums of money to the members of the SCNC 

Asylum Cartel. The Asylum Cartel then fabricate a story with false arrests and persecutions, 

involving false medical certificates and police or gendarmerie summons easily typed on the 

streets of Kumba, Victoria, Old Town in Bamenda, Nkwen and other villages, towns and 

cities in the Southern Cameroons. Some of these documents are even fabricated in La 

Republique du Cameroun, some Western European cities and here in the United States. From 

impersonation to usurpation, from outright lies to organized fraud, the SCNC Asylum Cartel 

has almost become the Cameroun Mafia involving morally bankrupt religious leaders and 

traditional custodians like Chiefs and Fons, members of the ruling clique and gluttonous 

thieving individuals within the SCNC and some other Southern Cameroons Movements. The 

case of Nicolas Nguh Santo falls within this group. 

Nicolas Nguh Santo was born at Bafreng-Bamenda on May 29, 1972 to John Burno Santo 

and Sabina Ngwetang. He had claimed in his asylum request that his membership with the 

Southern Cameroons National Council, the SCNC began on the 2nd of January, 2004 (Nicolas 

Nguh Santo had never ever militated in any of the Southern Cameroons Movements or 

Organizations. Instead he had been and remains an active high-profile member of PRESBY – 

President Biya‟s Youth, a brutal political wing of the ruling CPDM political party which used 

poisoning, betrayals, night-shift attacks on opponents, destruction of properties of students 

who do not adhere to the moral norms debasing the Southern Cameroonians and Cameroun 

people. PRESBY was founded as a counter to the Southern Cameroons Youth League 

(SCYL), and the Central Committee of the Cameroon Peoples Democratic Movement has 

armed and finances it since its inception). 

Nicolas Nguh Santo joined PRESBY in late 1994 while a student in the University of Buea 

where he was involved in a series of organized attacks and destabilization of student‟s 

academic progress on behalf of the Biya regime. I have personally known Nicolas Nguh Santo 

during my days as the Pioneer Student Union President of the University of Buea. As a 

member of my Campaign Team, he was voted into the post of Auditor of the Student Union, a 

position which facilitated his access to the negative side of student leadership for so many 

years. His claim of having been arrested on two occasions – on the 29th of December, 2005 

(on the grounds that he was sponsoring the SCNC and also being accused as an accomplice in 

the escape of detainees from prison) and the 27th of April, 2006 (on charges of the 

importation and possession of ammunitions to use for war for the liberation of Southern 

Cameroons, attending an unauthorized SCNC meeting in Oku, and failure to respect his bail 

terms) are all outright lies faked, construed and consummated by him, Eric Tita Moh-Takwi, 

Nfor Ngala Nfor, Tamnjong Dominic and Sylvanus Taniform (A close reading of the false 

affidavits signed under penalty of perjury by Eric Tita Moh-Takwi on the 18th of January, 

2006 and Nfor Ngala Nfor on the 13th of October, 2006 – Exhibits C and D respectively 

shows a great contradiction on when he was arrested and purportedly locked up in the Central 

Prison of Buea). 

However, the SCYL wish to state categorically that Nicolas Nguh Santo actually known as 

Santo Nicolas Nguh had contacted the Southern Cameroons Youth League while he was in 

Germany in the year 2000 seeking for assistance for a case for political asylum which he had 

deposited with the then Bundesamt fuer Annerkennug Auslaendische Fluechtlingen (Federal 

Office for the Recognition of Foreign Refugees) and now known as the Bundesamt fuer 



Migration und Fluechtlingen (BMF) with Headquarters in Nuremberg, Federal Republic of 

Germany. The SCYL responded to Nicolas Nguh Santo by telling him that: 

 He had never ever supported or militated in any of the Southern Cameroons 

Movements and thus can not receive any assistance from The Youth League; 

 He was a registered and high-profile member of PRESBY – President Biya‟s Youth, 

noted for numerous atrocities against the pro-democracy student population, and this 

alone disqualify him from obtaining any support from the SCYL or even to be granted 

political asylum by the German Government; 

 He had sold his conscience and betrayed his peers at a time when they badly needed 

him to stand for what was right and true and he can not at this moment expect 

something different from any of those he had plotted against with support of the Biya 

regime; 

 As a member of the all-powerful PRESBY he truly faces no persecution but has 

instead benefited from the sufferings, hardship, persecution, arrests and killings of 

many Cameroonian students, so the best place for him to be is in Cameroon where he 

has the power to decide the fate of millions of students; 

 The SCYL would directly contact the Federal Office for the Recognition of Foreign 

Refugees to make sure that he was not granted political asylum 

 To authenticate these information, the Bundesamt fur Migration und Fluchtlinge could 

be contacted through the address herein: Bundesamt fur Migration und Fluchtlinge 

90461 Nurmberg, Franenstrasse 21090343 Nurmberg; Telefon: +49 911 943-0; 

Telefax: +49 911 943-1000; E-Mail: info@bamf.de 

Nicolas Nguh Santo flew from Germany to Belgium when his asylum case was rejected. He 

lived in Belgium illegally for a few more years and was impeded by the Dublin Convention 

from demanding asylum again in Belgium. During his stay in Belgium, he met a few times 

with the Scribe of the SCYL Lucas Cho Ayaba whom he had earlier contacted in Germany for 

assistance for his case as stated above (Exhibit E enclosed is a picture of five persons – third 

from left with a grey coat, a blue shirt, a black tie with orange strips and wearing glasses is 

Nicolas Nguh Santo and at the extreme right with a blue jean, a black jacket and a black cap is 

Lucas Cho Ayaba, the Secretary-General of the Southern Cameroons Youth League. This 

picture was taking in Germany). 

I have personally met Nicolas Nguh Santo sometime between in June 2008 in a meeting of the 

SCNC were he was passing as the Secretary-General of Eric Tita Moh-Takwi. He was 

frightened to see me and I was utterly shocked and in total disbelief to know he was already 

an asylee. I told him that I have been told that he had been granted political asylum under the 

SCNC but that he knows fully well that he did not deserve the status because he was not and 

had never been a member for any of the Southern Cameroons Movements. I immediately 

asked Eric Tita Moh-Takwi to hand-over his file to me but he pretended of not knowing 

where it was. I then told Nicolas Nguh Santo that as soon as I stumbled on his, I am going to 

do everything possible to make sure that the authorities concern should know of the great lies 

he had presented for his asylum case and those who in one way or the other are involved in 

this asylum cartel. 

Recommendation: 

In the case of Nicolas Nguh Santo, the Southern Cameroons Youth League is making the 

following recommendation: 

mailto:info@bamf.de


 That his present asylum status should be terminated because he had never belong to 

any of the Southern Cameroons Movements and the story he wrote including the dates 

of arrests are outright lies concocted by himself with the assistance of persons like 

Sylvanus Taniform and Eric Tita Moh-Takwi, and the affidavits of support he 

presented from Eric Tita Moh-Takwi (Exhibit D) and Nfor Ngala Nfor (Exhibit C) are 

equally false documents sworn under oath of penalty of perjury; 

 That Nicolas Nguh Santo was never arrested at any time for the sake of the Southern 

Cameroons Struggle and had never been to the town of Oku in Bui Division but took 

advantage of the sufferings and persecutions of those who were arrested from there in 

1997 to build up a frivolous and deceiving story; 

 That Nicolas Nguh Santo remains a long-time high-profile member of PRESBY – 

President Biya‟s Youth and thus can not in any way be a menace to the very regime 

that quietly sponsors the diabolic activities he has been engaging in against pro-

democracy students in the Southern Cameroons and Cameroun; 

 That, the fact that Nicolas Nguh Santo had a failed asylum bid in Germany after being 

unable to lure the SCYL into a shady asylum deal and then fled to Belgium when the 

Germany immigration wanted him deported is evidence enough to prove that his goal 

has not been political but one motivated with a zeal to settle abroad for greener 

pastures (Exhibit E – the picture is proof of this); 

 That Nicolas Nguh Santo and all those resident within the territorial borders of the 

United States who have lied under the penalty of perjury should be prosecuted to let 

others in the Asylum Cartel know that there would be no more free pass; 

 That Nicolas Nguh Santo should be placed in deportation because his whole case 

including documents does not only rely on falsehood, but he is of no threat, before or 

now to the very regime that he continue to stand side-by-side with in every action 

against the people of the Southern Cameroons 

Sir / Madam, the SCYL will not want a true citizen of the Southern Cameroons who duly 

deserve political protection to go unprotected while opportunists continue to reap from the 

sufferings, the sweat and blood of those who have given in everything for the Struggle of 

obtaining a Homeland for the People of the Southern Cameroons. We have refused to 

continue down the path of slavery, and have vowed that no one or persons shall make us feel 

or treat us this way again, not even in our hearts. We are therefore not going to sit idly-by and 

allow these the Asylum Cartel to continue to use our Struggle for their personal enrichment. 

When we said no to the regime of Paul-Bartholomew Biya Bi Mvondo, we were not in any 

way saying yes to gangs of asylum racketeers who have put our names and achievements in 

the asylum trade market for the highest bidders. The SCYL is ready at all times to assist in 

decapitating this criminal Asylum Cartel. 

Sincerely, 

Ebenezer Derek Mbongo Akwanga, Jr., AACJ, BSc CJA (October 2009) 

Former Student Union President of the University of Buea, 

Human Rights Activist, Member of the Standing Committee of the SCPC 

Member of the Executive Committee of SCARM, 

Councillor of the SCNC for Lebialem County, and 



Founding Father and Leader of the Southern Cameroons Youth League (SCYL) 

 

Website:  

http://www.scylforfreedom.org; 

http://www.southerncameroons-funding.org 

http://www.scylinfo.wordpress.com  

http://www.internationalsecretary.blogspot.com; 

http://www.youtube.com/scylforfreedom 

CC. / 

 United States Department of Justice 

Bloomington Immigration Court 

7850 Metro Parkway, Suite 320 

Bloomington, MN 55425 

Tel: (612) 725 – 3765 

 United States Department of Homeland Security 

Attention: Ms. Ann M. Palmer 

Asylum Office Director 

1525 Wilson Blvd. Suite 300 

Arlington, VA 22209 
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